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Abstract
I/O is getting faster in servers that have fast programmable
NICs and non-volatile main memory operating close to the
speed of DRAM, but single-threaded CPU speeds have stag-
nated. Applications cannot take advantage of modern hard-
ware capabilities when using interfaces built around abstrac-
tions that assume I/O to be slow. We therefore propose
a structure for an OS called parakernel, which eliminates
most OS abstractions and provides interfaces for applica-
tions to leverage the full potential of the underlying hard-
ware. The parakernel facilitates application-level parallelism
by securely partitioning the resources and multiplexing only
those resources that are not partitioned.
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1 Introduction
Many OS abstractions being used today were designed when
I/O speeds were significantly slower than CPU speeds. OSes
could, therefore, get away with abstracting the underlying
hardware to make application programming easier without
paying attention to the inefficiency of the interfaces [13].
However, the assumption that I/O is significantly slower than
CPU is no longer valid given that 400 Gbps Ethernet is in
the horizon and non-volatile memory (NVM) is approaching
the speeds of DRAM [18], while the performance of single-
threaded CPUs has stagnated [16, 43].
More than two decades ago Engler et al. [13] argued that
OS abstractions and their corresponding interfaces incur
a substantial performance cost. The impact of these ineffi-
ciencies is now amplified because I/O speeds are becoming
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Figure 1. Parakernel architecture. The parakernel par-
titions hardware resources between processes and minimizes
kernel participation in data plane operations. In the case of a
NIC, an in-kernel driver maps RX/TX queue pairs to process
address space and configures the NIC to steer process flows to
the appropriate queues. The parakernel securely multiplexes
resources that are not partitioned, and it has a small trusted
computing base (TCB) by eliminating most OS abstractions
including obsolete POSIX abstractions.
faster, surpassing CPU speeds in some cases. For example,
the traditional in-kernel network stacks perform too much
work per packet to keep up with high packet rates of modern
NICs [17]. Furthermore, OSes typically implement POSIX
sockets API as a system call per socket operation, which has
high overheads from context switching and CPU cache pol-
lution. These inefficiencies have led to an influx of a variety
of approaches to optimize the network stack including com-
pletely bypassing the kernel networking stack [29, 33, 42].
Similarly, there is an increasing need to bypass the kernel
for I/O operations to leverage fast and parallel NVM Express
(NVMe) SSDs [24, 47]. The demand to bypass the kernel
for I/O operations force us to rethink OS abstractions and
interfaces.
The stagnation in the performance of single-threaded
CPUs has made multicore systems a norm. The performance
benefits of multiple cores can be extracted only when server
applications are parallelized. This need for parallelism has
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fueled the popularity of thread-per-core application archi-
tectures and asynchronous OS interfaces. Although asyn-
chronous OS interfaces have largely replaced their block-
ing counterparts, the internal synchronization in shared-
memory kernels can cause asynchronous interfaces to block
intermittently. This affects the response time of highly paral-
lel server applications [11]. Parallelism requires application
threads and their corresponding kernel threads to run asyn-
chronously, and this can be achieved only by partitioning
the underlying hardware resources.
Server applications also need to be isolated from each
other to containmisbehaving applications. Isolation is clearly
at odds with having a large trusted computing base (TCB)
found in shared memory monolithic kernels [5] and has
fuelled the demand for virtualization techniques such as
Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) on Linux. These vir-
tualization techniques incur performance and energy over-
heads. Furthermore, popular UNIX-based server OSes are
inherently vulnerable to misbehaving applications because
they are written in C which is not type-safe [3].
We believe that partitioning of resources is critical, and
there is a need to provide only a small number of OS inter-
faces written in a type-safe language that allows applications
to maximize the performance of the underlying hardware.
We argue for a new OS structure which we call a parakernel.
As shown in Figure 1, the parakernel minimizes participation
for the data plane activities of the processes after hardware
resources have been securely partitioned and allocated to
them.
2 Motivation: Many OS abstractions are
problematic
In the time since Engler et al. [13] highlighted the key short-
comings of OS abstractions, the hardware landscape has
changed completely. Not only are multicore systems a norm,
but I/O speeds are increasing while single-threaded CPU
speeds have largely stagnated, which puts pressure on the OS
to keep up with I/O. For example, a 40 GbE NIC can receive
a cache line sized packet every 5 ns, but the last level cache
(LLC) access latency is already up to 15 ns, which means a
single LLC access can already prevent the OS from keeping
up with arriving packets [22]. These advances expose the
shortcomings of OS abstractions which were designed when
I/O speeds were considerably slower than CPU speeds.
Limited I/O performance. OS abstractions simplify pro-
gramming by decoupling applications from the underlying
hardware. This decoupling incurs large overheads in perfor-
mance, latency, and energy because the OS needs to maintain
a shadow copy of hardware state and provide hardware-
independent interfaces. The emergence of byte-addressable
persistent non-volatile memory that is getting as fast as
DRAM is also shaking up the memory hierarchy and chal-
lenging OS storage abstractions [2].
In networking, sockets are the OS abstraction that allows
applications to exchange data. Sockets require OSes to main-
tain a shadow copy of the NIC data structures along with
data structures to implement protocol state machines. At
the same time, applications invoke expensive system calls
to send and receive data using sockets. Traditional in-kernel
network stacks built around sockets also perform too much
work per-packet to keep upwith the high-speedNICs [17, 42].
Approaches to bypass the in-kernel network stack are not
new [38], and the current trend towards Smart NICs [14] and
user space networking stacks [33] exemplify the benefits of
removing the legacy abstractions from the OS.
In storage, asynchronous I/O (AIO) is an abstraction that
allows applications to submit I/O requests and keep perform-
ing other tasks until the OS notifies that the I/O operation is
complete. With the increase in I/O speeds, the time required
to accept an I/O request and notify its completion is com-
parable to the time required to complete the I/O task. For
instance, NVMe SSDs perform I/O faster than the OS can
accept new I/O requests and notify their completion. Further-
more, the current POSIX AIO implementations in Linux are
ugly and adhoc [48], and they have limited support from file
systems [8, 25]. This has lead to newAIO interfaces that elim-
inate system calls and leverage polling. However, polling for
completion is not suitable for large I/O transfers [49]. Also,
there is ongoing work in Linux to replace the POSIX AIO
interface with user space ring buffers to provide an efficient
and easy-to-use asynchronous I/O interface [10]. However,
implementing such an interface while maintaining some of
the more arcane POSIX semantics is complicated [9].
Limited application-level parallelism. Applications are
forced to use kernel threads for concurrency because syn-
chronous interfaces, such as the read system call, block the
caller until the I/O operation is complete. However, having a
large number of threads incur high overheads due to context
switches. At the same time, the threads cannot run indepen-
dently when they are using shared resources. Applications
are therefore increasingly designed to use asynchronous in-
terfaces along with a thread-per-core approach to increase
parallelism.
In the thread-per-core approach, the number of applica-
tion threads is equal to the number of available cores, and
each thread is expected to run independently on the core
assigned to it. This approach partitions and pins the available
CPU cores among the application threads. Applications also
need to configure interrupt affinity properly, and mistakes
in the configuration limit application-level parallelism [31].
This approach shows that partitioning of resources is essen-
tial for parallelism because it allows threads to run indepen-
dently.
Large attack surface. In-kernel OS abstractions run in priv-
ileged CPU mode where they have unrestricted access. The
more complex the OS abstractions are, the larger the attack
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surface of the OS becomes. A large attack surface is a serious
concern in monolithic kernels because applications share
the same OS kernel and there is a large set of system call and
device drivers bugs to exploit [5].
High-level type-safe programming languages have the po-
tential to eliminate many classes of programming bugs that
could be exploited [3, 30]. Similarly, formal verification of
OS kernels provides a fundamentally safe trusted comput-
ing base (TCB) [27, 39]. Although this approach can reduce
bugs in the implementation of OS abstractions, they do not
address the root of the problem: a large TCB. It is critical
that the TCB be as small as possible and that the interfaces
can be formally verified. Eliminating unused and inefficient
OS abstraction reduces the attack surface and thus helps
improving safety.
Lack of predictable tail latency and energy-efficiency.
Energy-efficiency and low latency are critical because servers
are being deployed at the network edge on battery-powered
mobile devices to offer latency-critical services [7]. However,
OS abstractions are often designed for throughput and not
for energy-efficiency and low latency. For example, to satisfy
a single network request, the application needs to call the
epoll_wait, recvmsg, and sendmsg system calls on Linux,
which has high overheads. These overheads are amplified
when the kernel processes the packet on a CPU other than
the one used by the application. The inefficiency of OS ab-
stractions and interfaces is a waste of CPU cycles, which
hurts system tail latency [11] and is not energy efficient.
3 Solution
In this section, we propose an OS structure aimed at facili-
tating application-level parallelism by securely partitioning
resources and providing interfaces for a small set of abstrac-
tions. We call this structure a parakernel. The parakernel
minimizes participation in the data plane activities of the
applications after the resources have been partitioned and
allocated to them. Applications have complete control over
the allocated resources, and the resources that are not parti-
tioned are multiplexed by the parakernel.
Securely partition hardware resources for parallelism.
Resource sharing in multicore systems requires synchroniza-
tion between CPU cores. This road-block for application-
level parallelism can be mitigated by partitioning the re-
sources between CPU cores to allow each core to run in-
dependently. The multikernel exemplifies this by partition-
ing the hardware resources such as DRAM between CPU
cores [4]. This shared-nothingmodel complements the thread-
per-core approach of MICA [32] and Seastar [44], where
applications run a single kernel thread per core after parti-
tioning hardware resources among the threads. Partitioning
resources at the application-level require applications to dis-
cover the hardware topology, such as DRAM NUMA locality
and use existing OS interfaces to allocate resources for spe-
cific CPU cores. In contrast, the lack of OS-level partitioning
in shared memory systems requires various workarounds to
avoid OS-level synchronizations. Secure partitioning of hard-
ware resources is also critical for isolation, and processes
sharing the same hardware device should not be able to affect
the operation of other processes.
DRAM partitioning is straight-forward because the parak-
ernel can leverage the MMU to map the part of the DRAM
that belongs to a process partition to its virtual address space.
In NUMA architectures, DRAM can be partitioned based on
the processor socket topology to provide local access from
CPU core to memory. Furthermore, with recently introduced
sub-NUMA clustering, DRAM can also be partitioned within
the NUMA domain to take advantage of LLC and memory
controllers that are local to a cluster of CPU cores belonging
to the same sub-NUMA domain.
In contrast, secure partitioning of I/O devices is more
complicated because the I/O devices only have device-level
protection via IOMMU, but they lack process-level protec-
tion. For example, NICs use ring buffers of DMA descriptors
internally to determine where packet data is written. These
DMA descriptors contain physical memory addresses, which
is why it is critical that the OS ensures that the addresses
are valid for secure partitioning. The parakernel requires the
application to register memory buffers as a control plane
operation where the OS can validate the memory addresses
and program the NIC ring buffers.
Current hardware interfaces of network and storage de-
vices supportmultiple queueswhich canwork independently.
For example, the Intel X710 Ethernet Controller supports
up to 1536 RX/TX queue pairs [20], and the NVMe inter-
face is specified to support up to 65535 queues [40]. Many
OSes partition hardware as one queue per CPU core for im-
proved parallelism. However, the number of queues is large
enough to support an allocation of more than one queue
per CPU core. The parakernel, therefore, allocates queues
on a per-process basis. Specifically, the parakernel allocates
an RX/TX queue pair per-process for networking. For stor-
age, the parakernel allocates one or more NVMe queues
per-process depending on the I/O parallelism required by
the application.
For networking, the parakernel leverages NIC request
steering to mitigate synchronization between processes. The
parakernel partitions NIC RX queues to processes and lever-
ages hardware-based steering to forward packets to the ap-
propriate process. Leveraging packet filtering to implement
efficient user space network stacks is not new, and in-kernel
packet filters are widely used by applications such as packet
monitors in UNIX-based systems [36, 37]. Recently, Linux
introduced XDP, a high-speed networking interface which
is based on the extended Berkeley Packet Filter (eBPF) [17].
XDP lets applications run eBPF programs as part of in-kernel
packet processing in a VM, which enables applications to
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perform up to L7 protocol (e.g., HTTP or Memcached) pro-
cessing. Furthermore, some programmable NICs are able to
execute eBPF programs directly on the NIC hardware [23].
This approach eliminates the OS from the network receive
path as packets arrive in memory buffers, which applications
can directly consume. The parakernel can leverage this hard-
ware eBPF capability to steer packets based on the protocol
information present in their headers and payloads.
Eliminate obsolete POSIXabstractions. POSIX is outdated
because applications are increasingly using non-standard
techniques to provide asynchronous I/O and also to talk to
the kernel [1]. For instance, sockets are too heavyweight
for high-speed networks [19, 42]. The parakernel provides
a networking interface which steers packets to per-process
memory buffers by leveraging NIC hardware capabilities and
implements the network stack in user space.
The parakernel provides asynchronous interfaces and
eliminates all blocking operations from OS interfaces. Block-
ing OS interfaces are detrimental because they require ap-
plications to leverage kernel threads for concurrency. This
limits application-level parallelism because context switch-
ing between kernel threads is expensive, and the application
must synchronize data access among the threads. With an
asynchronous model, kernel threads are unnecessary and
the parakernel replaces them with processes for parallelism
and application-controlled primitives, such as coroutines or
fibers, for concurrency.
Virtual memory is an abstraction that gives processes an
illusion of a memory address space that is larger than DRAM.
The OS is allowed to page out or swap physical memory of a
process to slower secondary storage temporarily. However,
many latency-sensitive applications circumvent this policy
by pinning their physical memory with the mlock system
call because page replacement has a large negative impact
on tail latency.
The virtual memory abstraction also allows using mem-
ory mapping via the mmap system call as an I/O interface.
However, mmap for I/O access is is effectively a blocking in-
terface [26]. When accessed data is not in the page cache, a
page fault occurs and the accessing thread blocks until the
I/O operation is complete. Page cache eviction is managed by
the kernel, which makes it difficult for applications to ensure
that relevant data is present. It is therefore preferable that
the application manages data caching because it has more
information on what data to retain and what to evict. The
parakernel therefore does not implement a page cache, and
instead allows applications to access I/O devices directly.
The parakernel provides an interface for applications to
allocate node-local anonymous memory, which is never
swapped out. This interface matches what is currently done
by many low-latency server applications. They first use the
mbind system call to restrict memory allocation to the cur-
rent node. Then they use the mmap system call to allocate
physical memory. Finally, they use the mlock system call to
prevent the OS from swapping the physical memory.
OS abstractions in the parakernel. The parakernel pro-
vides abstractions for processes, descriptor queues and mem-
ory buffers used in high-speed I/O, and for resources which
are not partitioned.
Applications first request the parakernel for an isolated
partition of a hardware resource via a system call and then in-
teract directly with the hardware without interference from
the OS. For example, an application requests the parakernel
for a queue in a multi-queue SmartNIC via a system call.
The application has full control over this NIC queue, and
the parakernel leverages techniques such as eBPF to steer
received packets to their appropriate queues. In the unlikely
absence of traffic steering support by the NIC, the parakernel
exposes a virtual queue to the applications.
Legacy hardware is full of examples of resources which
cannot be partitioned. For example, a single-queue NICs
require an OS abstraction that multiplexes the hardware if
more than one process receives or transmits network packets.
We envision that the parakernel will need to provide such
abstractions only to support legacy hardware. This is because
the current trends are to provide resources which can be
assigned or mapped to CPU cores.
The parakernel has a small TCB because it eliminates
obsolete in-kernel OS abstractions, and minimizes partici-
pation in the data plane operations of resources that can be
partitioned. Its reduced attack surface improves safety and
isolation, and when implemented in a high-level type-safe
implementation language, we believe the parakernel can be
a robust OS to deploy server applications.
4 Discussion
Why not eliminate all abstractions? Engler et al. [13]
make a case for an exokernel that eliminates all OS abstrac-
tions and securely multiplexes the hardware resources. The
parakernel does not multiplex resources that are partitioned
because it gives applications full control of the hardware
partition allocated to it. Partitioning of I/O resources and
minimizing OS participation from the data plane is vital to
allow applications to maximize the performance obtained
from the underlying hardware. This also enables the paraker-
nel to complement the current thread-per-core model where
the application partition the resources to allow application
threads run independently.
Do we need to maintain compatibility with POSIX?
Applications are increasingly implemented on top of man-
aged runtimes such as Node.js [15], or are using taller inter-
faces to workaround the limitation of POSIX [1]. It is easier
to port these runtimes and interfaces because they use only
a limited set of POSIX interfaces. Furthermore, I/O inten-
sive applications are increasingly using hardware specific
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development kits such as DPDK [33] and SPDK [47]. User
space libraries are another approach for providing backward
compatibility with POSIX interfaces such as sockets. These
interfaces can be implemented as a library the application
links to, instead of calling system calls per socket operation
directly. This approach is already used today by some kernel-
bypass solutions such as OpenOnload [46]. They implement
the socket interface over their custom kernel interface, and
they allow applications to use the LD_PRELOAD to override
the default implementations [35].
Why not use kernel-bypass techniques on Linux? Ap-
plications can pin their threads to CPU cores and leverage
kernel-bypass frameworks such as DPDK for networking
and SPDK for storage. These frameworks offer high perfor-
mance, but they also have serious shortcomings. For example,
they require user-space device drivers which increases com-
plexity, and the device assignment makes it difficult to share
the device between applications. In contrast, Remote Direct
Memory Access (RDMA) is a hardware-based kernel-bypass
technique which allows remote access of the memory of an-
other machine. With RDMA, it is possible to eliminate the OS
from data plane operations altogether. The main downside
of RDMA is that applications need to use RDMA primitives
which can be difficult to use [21]. Linux also supports XDP
which is a high-performance networking interface that al-
lows applications to run packet processing eBPF code inside
a sandboxed in-kernel virtual machine. Some programmable
NICs are capable of executing the eBPF code [23], which
allows applications to bypass the OS altogether.
These kernel bypass techniques make a strong case to
eliminate obsolete POSIX abstractions. However‚ they fail to
address the problems of a large TCB and the limited support
for asynchronous operations in Linux. While these tech-
niques can bypass the kernel for specific I/O operations, the
Linux kernel continues to control the other hardware and
will perform its tasks in the background. This can cause vari-
able delays in request processing and may not be suitable
for latency sensitive applications.
The parakernel is designed assuming devices such as the
programmable NICs running eBPF code will soon be a part of
commodity server hardware. It partitions the NIC queues to
applications andminimizes participation in the data plane op-
erations. Furthermore, the parakernel complements kernel-
bypass techniques with a small TCB that eliminates obsolete
POSIX abstractions.
How is the parakernel different from other kernel archi-
tectures? The primary difference of the parakernel from the
past approaches is that it tries to identify the OS abstractions
that must be kept when the OS minimizes participation in
the data plane operations.
Microkernels implement most OS services, including de-
vice drivers, in user space on top of aminimal kernel core [12].
Applications access OS services via message passing, and
microkernels can be extremely secure because they can
have a small TCB [5]. However, microkernels often have
the same OS abstractions as monolithic kernels, although
implemented in user space. Furthermore, microkernels can
limit the networking performance by decoupling the device
drivers, the networking stack, and the application [19].
The splitkernel implements OS services bymanaging hard-
ware resources as network-attached components [45]. The
splitkernel model improves the utilization of hardware re-
sources in a cluster of machines but can incur slowdown due
to lack of locality of hardware access.
Multikernels implement OS services separately on each
core, and each CPU core runs an independent instance of
the OS [4]. Message passing is used for communication be-
tween CPU cores, and similarly to microkernels, many OS
services such as memory management and network stack
run in user space. The main difference between multikernels
and parakernels is that the latter aims to eliminate all OS
abstractions from the data path.
The unikernel model leverages hypervisor for isolation,
and it eliminates the separation of kernel and user space
at the guest-level. The application and the kernel code run
in the privileged CPU mode, thus eliminating the costs of
context switches [34]. The main limitation of the unikernel
model is that it assumes a hypervisor, and it does not provide
application multi-tenancy.
How is the parakernel different from virtualization?
Hypervisors can partition a physical machine to run multiple
isolated applications. The Disco hypervisor was motivated
by the observation that commodity OSes did not scale well
on multicore systems [6]. While the parakernel has a similar
goal of improving multicore scaling, the main difference to
hypervisors is that hypervisors provide a virtual machine
abstraction, whereas the parakernel provides a process ab-
straction.
Similarly, hardware virtualization solutions also support
physical resource partitioning. SR-IOV is a hardware virtu-
alization solution which allows partitioning of physical PCI
functions into independent virtual PCI functions [29]. Ar-
rakis leverages SR-IOV to eliminate the OS from data plane
operations [41]. In the Arrakis model, there is a control plane
OS that manages the physical hardware and multiple data
plane OSes that manage virtual devices with user space de-
vice drivers. Although the goals of Arrakis and the parak-
ernel are similar, the main difference is that the parakernel
is responsible for managing all the hardware and it also has
all the device drivers. The parakernel also allows the OS
to leverage NIC steering to make server-level partitioning
transparent to clients.
Can the parakernel be applied for serverless comput-
ing? One emerging paradigm where the parakernel can pro-
vide tangible benefits is serverless computing. The serverless
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paradigm challenges OS abstractions because even light-
weight virtualization techniques such as containers are too
heavy-weight [28]. The parakernel complements serverless
runtimes by keeping theOS out of data plane operations. This
allows light-weight abstractions to be implemented for sup-
porting serverless applications. Furthermore, the parakernel
eliminates many complex OS abstractions, which improves
isolation and safety of serverless applications.
5 Conclusion
The current works to bypass the kernel clearly highlight that
OS abstractions are barriers that restrict the I/O performance.
These works build on a well-known fact that exporting phys-
ical resources to the applications has the potential to solve
a plethora of problems plaguing current OS architectures.
We present an OS structure called parakernel which parti-
tions the resources that can be partitioned and multiplexes
only those resources that are not partitioned. This allows the
parakernel to have a small trusted computing base which
can be implemented in a high-level language. The parakernel
facilitates application level parallelism and complements the
thread-per-core design of popular server applications.
A prototype parakernel written in Rust is currently under
development.
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